The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey
1. Over Hill
2. A Thunder Battle
3. Dreaming of Bag End

The Lord Of The Rings: The Fellowship Of The Ring
4. The Fellowship
5. The Prophecy
6. Concerning Hobbits
7. The Shadow Of The Past / A Knife In The Dark
8. The Bridge Of Khazad Dum

The Lord Of The Rings: The Two Towers
9. The Riders Of Rohan
10. Evenstar
11. Forth Eorlingas / Isengard Unleashed

The Lord Of The Rings: The Return Of The King
12. Hope And Memory / Minas Tirith
13. The White Tree
14. Twilight And Shadow
15. The Fields Of Pelennor

Composed by Howard Shore | Performed by The City of Prague Philharmonic Orchestra

“Since the publishing of “The Hobbit” in
1937, the phantasmagorical written world of
Oxford don J.R.R. Tolkien has enthralled
and fascinated young and old through the
ensuing decades. In particular the author’s
trilogy “The Lord Of The Rings” is abundant
with imagined folklore, magic, adventure,
amazing landscapes, malevolence, moral
dilemma and vivid characterisation and
has ignited the universal imagination since
the books were first published in 1954 and
1955. Here was the substance of dreams
and nightmares, conjuring lucid mental
pictures for legions of loyal readers. What an
opportunity for cinematic reinterpretation.
What a feast for the cinema to gorge upon!
But the very fantastical nature of the tales,
their breadth of vision, their epic scope, their
colourful evocation of strange lands and
their telling of weird and heinous creatures
seemingly defied the existing limitations of
film. But then again the animator’s art might
be able to encompass the visual complexity
required in capturing Middle Earth and its
diverse inhabitants - and in 1978 an animated
film was produced of the first two parts of
Tolkien’s saga but the effect was muted, the
public response generally indifferent and the
remainder of the tale left untold. It would take
a film maker of astonishing imagination and
tenacity – and the incredible technological
advances in film that only the next 20 years

would bring – to enable “The Lord Of the
Rings” to be truly realised for the cinema. It
was New Zealand film producer and director
Peter Jackson, rapidly rising from the vaults
of humorous horror films, who graduated
to masterminding the greatest endeavour in
film history – bringing “The Lord Of The
Rings” in its dramatic entirety to the cinema
screen via three colossal creations filmed over
more than a year and seasoned by a total
of two years fervent post production. Peter
Jackson’s visual and dramatic interpretation
of “The Lord Of The Rings” triumvirate ,
“The Fellowship Of the Ring”, “The Two
Towers” and “The Return Of The King”,
gloriously unfurled on the silver screen to
mesmerise audiences around the world. Peter
Jackson and his huge extended family of
artists and artisans had fevered to bring to
fruition a mammoth cinematic mural where
every fragment of the mosaic glistered and
gleamed as an intricate element of a pristine
accomplishment. Against a backdrop of
breathtaking New Zealand locations the
cinematography, production design, complex
visual effects, the bravura acting of a sterling
cast, the value of the written words and the
inherent nature of the riveting drama itself
all contributed to an achievement worthy
of the accolades and kudos which justly
heralded the arrival of these exceptional
films. Auspicious among those contributing

to these vibrant tales of mystical lands, times
and deeds is composer Howard Shore, whose
musical portraits for the films encompass
the fabled, the magisterial, the mysterious,
the frivolous, the celebratory, the malevolent
and the fantastic. Howard Shore was born
in Canada in 1946 but studied music at the
Berklee College of Music in Boston. His early
commercial successes, as the musical director
of television’s famed “Saturday Night Live”
and as the composer for film director David
Cronenberg’s many macabre films, initially
might not appear to provide the perfect
credentials for scoring the imaginative world
of J.R.R. Tolkien. Yet Shore was to prove one
of the most versatile of composers for film,
from the delightful comedies “Big” and “Mrs
Doubtfire” to the drama of “Philadelphia”
and “The Client” to the grimly hued “Seven”
and “The Silence Of the Lambs”. Certainly
the scoring of “The Lord Of The Rings” was
inevitably to be determined by an overall
gravitas, and a dark aura not that far removed
from the black introspection of Shore’s music
for “Dead Ringers” or “The Fly” but his brief
for these three gargantuan films also required
music which astutely spanned the folk-like to
the frolicsome to the heroic. Shore’s gamut of
thematic invention, his adroit orchestration
and his canny ability to always capture the
correct dramatic ambience imbues his scores
for “The Lord Of the Rings” trilogy with

a potency largely unmatched in modern
cinema. This is music of unparalleled power
and invention – and demanding of huge
resources – a large symphonic ensemble,
select soloists and chorus. Here, in an
extended suite form, laudably encompassing
music from all three of Howard Shore’s
compelling scores for “The Fellowship Of the
Ring”, “The Two Towers” and “The Return
Of The King”, is the opportunity to relive
through brilliant symphonic portraiture
all the magic and excitement of one of the
greatest cinematic achievements of the age –
Peter Jackson’s monumental filming of J.R.R.
Tolkien’s “The Lord of The Rings”. Nine
years on, the release of the first part of “The
Hobbit” trilogy, “An Unexpected Journey”
witnesses the reunion of director Jackson
and his composing wizard Howard Shore.
The latter, in recent years, has delivered
a scintillating range of scores far removed
from the epic saga that have included “The
Departed”, “The Last Mimzy”, “Edge Of
Darkness”, The Twilight Saga: Eclipse”
and “Hugo”. However fans can rest assured
that Shore, a lifelong Tolkien enthusiast has
once more weaved his magic spell to create
a musical fabric that both illuminates and
enhances the fantasy so skilfully recreated for
the screen.
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